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Are you concerned about computer security? Do you practice safe Internet browsing behavior? Do you keep your malware detection software in the sink? Maybe you even go so far as to put a sticker on your webcam or make sure your computer's microphone isn't connected. You may even have disabled any speakers on your computer.
But have you paid attention to your computer's fan lately? Advertising security researchers recently published an article detailing a new method of spying on a computer. It turns a computer fan into a signaling device. A computer fan is one thing you really can't turn off - heat and computer circuits don't get along. And the fan can
communicate subtly enough that you may not even recognize something is wrong. Researchers have created a malicious software called Fansmitter that takes CPU (central processor) activity into a computer and uses this data to modulate the movement of a computer fan. It's almost like turning a fan into a telegraph signaling device with
Morse code. You need to plant a listening device (such as a smartphone with a special app) in the area to pick up and interpret changing sounds. The fan can share usernames, passwords, and other sensitive information. And this approach will work on any computer, including not connected to the Internet or without speakers. This is an
ideal spying strategy for computers that are isolated from networks. Why isolate a computer? If it has particularly sensitive information on it, you want to make your computer as secure as possible. One way to do this is to separate it from any other computer - to create what is called an air rupture. If a hacker wants to learn more about
such a computer, he or she should gain physical access to the machine first. Turning a computer fan into a communication tool would allow observations to be made. If you're worried that your computer fan is gossiping about you? Probably not. You will most likely come across other types of malware - if you are responsible for a high
security computer system. So be vigilant, make sure you are not involved in risky computer behavior and use critical thinking to avoid social engineers who want to trip you. But stay calm: Your fan is probably behaving at the moment. Children unrepalished tattletales. And when your child's big mouth throws the blame on their feet, it's
tempting to chalk up their bald honesty to self-preservation. Why did your son tell your wife that you broke this fancy dish? Because he was afraid she'd blame him! But a new study on social reports that children are tattle, even if they know that they can not be accused of transgression. The results show children are tattle to strengthen
social norms rather than retain their own skin. Tattle's children are about third-party moral abuses even if they can't be held for these violations, suggesting that child chatter serves co-operative rather than self-serving functions, the study says. This highlights the impressive ways in which children are satisfied with their moral standards
and thus help to maintain cooperation. However, why kids tattle is the subject of some controversy. One of the only thorough studies on tattling behavior has shown that preschoolers tattle when others harm them, but rarely spill beans when the aggressor harms a third party. The study, however preliminary, suggested that children tattle to
protect themselves from guilt or from further harm. At the same time, some experts suspect that tattling is a way of enforcing social norms - and activities in which preschoolers invest heavily. Children punish offenders, for example, even if it puts them at risk. They protest when other children cheat, and when one child steals from another,
a third child will often retrieve the object and either return it to its rightful owner or remove it from reach. It is unreasonable to suspect that the social dynamics of pre-school institutions, including chatter, are at least partly due to compliance. So Vaish and his colleagues developed an experiment involving 36 three-year-olds to tease these
possibilities apart. Each child sat on a puppet show with a fox, a rabbit and a dog. In one of the conditions, the dog was a moderator and explained that each doll had a key to the locked box on the stage, and everyone knew that the child did not have the key to this box. (But the children had the key to a separate box in another room
because, in a charming twist, Vaish and his colleagues noticed that preschoolers were sad if all their doll friends had keys and they didn't). Then the show began. The rabbit created a work of art, locked it in a storage box, and hopped away with the dog. The coast was clear. The fox then used his key to open the box, break the rabbit's
picture to shreds, and lock the mess away. The child was placed in a fascinating position. He or she knew the fox had done something wrong and that he or she could not be blamed for it. However, all children tattled on the fox (except for the two children who, hilariously, were excluded from the study after they anticipated the fox and
ripped the picture themselves). The result shows that children tuttle, even when there is nothing on the line except social norms. Our results show that child chatter serves as a joint function of compliance, not a more selfish function of getting rid of trouble, Vaish and his colleagues write. The children knew that they could not be blamed for
any damage done to these objects... So their chatter was entirely focused on informing the victim of the transgression. And if tattling it's not way of petting out uncomfortable situations, but but behavior that enforces healthy norms, perhaps we should not discourage children from tattling on their friends. Child chatter is often seen as
undesirable behavior, said study co-author Amrish Vaish of the University of Virginia in a statement. But, at least in some circumstances, tattling can also be seen as evidence that children recognize important social norms, and that they care enough about these norms to try to make sure that others follow them as well. Such compliance is
generally seen as a positive force in social groups. If there is a program delayed on Windows Add or delete a program list that doesn't belong, there are two simple tricks you use to clear it from the list and tidy things up. The Add or Delete Programs list shows all installed software on your Windows computer. In an ideal world, the only
apps that are currently installed will be displayed there, but sometimes the phantom list is saved even after the program is gone. Maybe you manually removed the program (which removes the delete Windows app attempts to call later when you use the add/delete feature), maybe some files are corrupted, or maybe the delete was just
poorly implemented by the creator of the software. RELATED: What does CCleaner do and should you use it? No matter what created the phantom record, it's easy to delete either after a few quick edits to the Windows registry or using the popular CCleaner app to do the task for you. By all means, try the CCleaner method first, because
it's fast and pretty much reliable. If, for whatever reason, it doesn't work (the software problems that got most of us into this mess in the first place after all), you can follow up on manual registry editing. Let's look at both methods now. Clean Up Records with CCleaner To use CCleaner to clean your Add or delete the program list, just
download the app from the Piriform website here and run it. Once you start it, click on the large Tools tab in the left navigation glass. In the Tools section, select Delete, and then select from the list of programs that you want to delete the record for. Select delete button. Delete, unlike Uninstall, will simply remove the entry from the program
list and will not attempt to remove any installed software or bits left after manual removal. Reboot your computer to allow the changes to take effect. Cleaning Records with a manual registry rights If for some reason the CCleaner method doesn't work (or you just want to do it manually), it's in the registry we go to. regedit in the Start menu
launch box to run the registry editor. Inside the registry, we're going to make two potential stops (depending on whether you're working or a 64-bit version of the windows). First stop for all Windows users. In the editor, use the left navigation panel for the navigation panel to navigate the structure of the registry directory in this place:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE-SOFTWARE-Microsoft-Windows-CurrentVersion-Uninstall In this registry catalog you will see two types of entries: entering the software ID and the software names read by man. The first type of records requires more effort to identify; You will need to click on each individual entry and search for the name of the
software in the description panel, labeled DisplayName, as shown below. Here we see that the registry key 079FEF6F-9E83-4694-897D-69C30389B772 corresponds to the add/Remove list with the tag Python 3.6.1 Add to Path. Before you invest too much time in checking the DisplayName setting of all program records with abstract ID,
scroll down until you reach the names you read and quickly check them for the software you're looking for. Once you find a record for a piece of software that you want to remove from the list, just click on it and select Delete on the registry key for the app. The second stop, for users, Working with the 64-bit version of Windows, is a
completely separate subcategon in the registry located at: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE'SOFTWARE-Wow6432Node-Microsoft-Windows-CurrentVersion'Uninstall Here you will find, if the records for applications are present, exactly the same catalog structure as we found in the previous catalog Delete in which some entries will be identified
by an abstract ID, some will be identified by an abstract ID. Don't worry, if there's no entry here for the app you just deleted in the previous section, not all apps have records in both registry directories. Once you remove the relevant records for the apps you want to delete, reboot the changes to take effect. That's all there is to it. Whether
it's because of a deletion failure or because you've got a little overexcited and manually removed directory programs, with cCleaner and the registry editor at your fingertips Add and Delete program list is clean and up to date again. Once again.
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